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Our Mission

Care to Heal

• We aim to deliver consistently high quality care that is appropriate and accessible to patients

• Working in multidisciplinary teams, we promise to put "Patients at the Heart of All We Do"

• A strong focus on patient safety, continual improvements and best clinical 

outcomes
• We seek to be a trusted healthcare leader and give peace of mind to our patients

Educate to Empower
• We are committed to nurturing generations of healthcare professionals and empower them to shape the future of healthcare

• As we pursue Academic Medicine, we need to harness the skills, knowledge & talent of our people and build strong partnerships

• With a talent pool of trailblazers across the various professions, SingHealth is a place that you are able to learn from the best and realise your full 

potential

Innovate to Advance
• We aim to pursue innovations that transform and advance care for our patients

• Armed with a spirit of inquiry, scientific curiosity and the passion and perseverance to improve care, we aim to translate research 

discoveries into advances that directly benefit our patients

• Research is not just about breakthroughs, but giving our patients better lives
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Generativeness of AM-EPIC Learning Framework

• Consolidating learning 

programmes under the 

AM-EPIC Learning 

Framework

• Expanding programme

offerings under identified 

domains

• Making programmes

available to Cluster-wide 

participants

• Recognition of Faculty and 

professional development 

opportunities

Tan KH SingHealth 2017
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Patient Safety is our top priority,

IPSQ accelerates our efforts towards 
Target Zero Harm





Patient Safety and Quality Ecosystem 
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Patient Safety and Quality Ecosystem and its Constituent Cultures vs. Counter Cultures
Refs: 1. Tan KH. Speaking Up and Reducing Risks in Healthcare. SingHealth Enterprise Risk Management Congress, 2017.

2. Tan KH, Pang NL, Siau C, Foo Z, Fong KY. Building an Organization Culture of Patient Safety. Journal of Patient Safety and Risk Management, 2019
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Speak Up Culture Reporting Culture

Safety Culture

System Culture

Learning Culture

Quality 
Improvement Culture
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Patient Awareness 
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Resilience Culture 

Support Culture 

Patient Safety and Quality Ecosystem
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Patient Safety Advocate Pledge
Recite during International Patient 
Safety Day 17 September 2019

I pledge to be a Patient Safety Advocate by:

Speaking up for patient safety

Acting in the best interests of our patients

Fostering teamwork for patient safety

Ensuring accountability for patient safety

Patients. At the heart 

of all we do.
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TeamSTEPPS And  TeamSPEAK®

Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance 

Performance & Patient Safety

Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance 

Performance & Patient Safety

TeamSPEAK® is a program adapted from TeamSTEPPS

with an emphasis on mutual support to speak up for safety
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团队策略和工具团队策略和工具团队策略和工具团队策略和工具，，，，

为提高质量与患者安全为提高质量与患者安全为提高质量与患者安全为提高质量与患者安全

Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance 

Performance & Patient SafetyPerformance & Patient SafetyPerformance & Patient SafetyPerformance & Patient Safety

团队策略和工具团队策略和工具团队策略和工具团队策略和工具，，，，

为提高质量与患者安全为提高质量与患者安全为提高质量与患者安全为提高质量与患者安全

Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance Team Strategies & Tools to Enhance 

Performance & Patient SafetyPerformance & Patient SafetyPerformance & Patient SafetyPerformance & Patient Safety

TeamSPEAK®是由 TeamSTEPPS改编而成的一个培训课程,

强调促进同事之间的互相支持以为患者的安全发声

TeamSPEAK® is a program adapted from TeamSTEPPS

with an emphasis on mutual supportmutual supportmutual supportmutual support to speak upspeak upspeak upspeak up for safetysafetysafetysafety

。

TeamSTEPPS 和 TeamSPEAK®
TeamSTEPPS And  TeamSPEAK®
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认识为患者的安全发声的重要性；

Recognize the importance of speaking up for safety

了解 TeamSPEAK ® 策略以促进同事之间的互相支持
Understand TeamSPEAK® strategies to facilitate mutual support

如何积极回应

Describe ways to respond positively when spoken up to

练习如何为患者的安全发声。

Practice speaking up

今天的学习目标

Today’s Learning Outcome
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CUS词语

CUS Words

CUS词是触发词触发词触发词触发词，有助于引起同事的注意，即潜在的伤害

可能即将发生。

CUS words are trigger wordstrigger wordstrigger wordstrigger words which help to trigger the attention of your colleague that potential harm 

may be about to occur. 

(安全问题)(顾虑) (不安不安不安不安)
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Learning objectives and outcome

• Recognize the importance of speaking up for safety

• Be aware of TeamSPEAK® strategies to facilitate 
mutual support

• Describe ways to respond positively when spoken up to

• Practice speaking up
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Speak Up For Patient Safety

To ‘Speak up’ is to communicate concerns to 

colleagues that unintended patient harm may be 

about to occur.

Speaking up will only work before 
harm has been done onto the 

patient. 
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Who Are My Colleagues
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Who Should I Speak Up To

If speaking up is to communicate concerns to 

colleagues, who can I speak up to regarding safety?

Everyone! Regardless of profession, seniority, or experience 
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Speaking Up Can Prevent Harm

Many documented incidents and personal experiences reflect how harm 

have been prevented when someone immediately shared critical 

information.

“Joint Commission predicted that 80 % of the serious safety events occur due to 

miscommunications among healthcare professionals. 

Speaking up is one of the critical behaviours of patient safety and 

is an important role for improving quality and patient safety in 

healthcare.”

Nacioglu, A. (2016). As a critical behavior to improve quality and patient safety in health care: speaking up!. Safety in Health, 2(1), 10.

Many documented incidents and personal experiences reflect how harm 

have been prevented when someone immediately shared critical 

information.

“Joint Commission predicted that 80 % of the serious safety events occur due to 

miscommunications among healthcare professionals. 

Speaking up is one of the critical behaviours of patient safety and 

is an important role for improving quality and patient safety in 

healthcare.”

Nacioglu, A. (2016). As a critical behavior to improve quality and patient safety in health care: speaking up!. Safety in Health, 2(1), 10.
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Speaking Up Is Difficult
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Why Are We Not Speaking Up

In your groups:

• Watch this video

• Identify any emotions in the video

• Discuss the barriers you face which 

hinders you from speaking up 
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Why Are We Not Speaking Up

In your groups:

• Watch this video

• Identify any emotions in the video

• Discuss the barriers you face which 

hinders you from speaking up 
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Some Barriers To Speaking Up

Not related to my duties

Working relationship strained

Fear of repercussion

Not sure how to say it

What if I’m wrong?

I’m just a junior

Create more work for myself

Do not feel psychologically safe
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Importance Of Psychological Safety

Is psychological safety important in a 
culture of speaking up?

Do you want to work in a safe and 
supported team?

In psychologically safe teams, members feel accepted

and respected, and are able to contribute 

professionally without fear of negative consequences.
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TeamSPEAK® Can Help

TeamSPEAK® introduces 

strategies to help raise 

concerns respectfully, and 

promote a safe and 

supportive working 

environment. 
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Two-Challenge Rule

CUS Words

Respond Positively

TeamSPEAK® Strategies
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Two-Challenge Rule

It is your responsibility to assertively voice your concern at least 
two times respectfully to ensure that it has been heard.

Ensure that whoever being spoken to acknowledge your 
message.
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First Challenge: Be Respectful

Asking sounds more respectful than tasking. 

If you task, you are telling or instructing your 
colleague. Try doing that to a senior! 

“You should clean your hands before touching the patient.”

By asking, you are inquiring or clarifying.

“Shall we check if we have cleaned our hands first?”

Ensure that your colleague acknowledges.
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Second Challenge: Be Assertive

State your concern. Share what you  
know, and why it matters. 

Avoid using “I think”, “maybe”, or 
“perhaps” as they sound passive and 
unassertive. 

“It is easy to forget. We need to clean our hands first 

before touching the patient.”

“I saw a different name just now. Let’s verify this is the 

correct patient before proceeding.”

Ensure that your colleague acknowledges.
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Unable To Resolve Potential Harm

Most people would respond with the second challenge. 
In rare occasions, you may consider escalating or roping 
in a senior/supervisor into the discussion.
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CUS Words

CUS words are trigger words which help to 
trigger the attention of your colleague that 
potential harm may be about to occur. 
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“C” For Concerned

Use CUS words to help trigger attention to 
potential harm. 

Raise your concern by using words like 

Concerned
Check

“I am concerned, is this dosage for this patient too 

high?”

“Is it OK if you check if your hands are clean first?”

“I am concerned, is this the correct patient?”
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“U” For Uncomfortable

If you do not see the intended response, 
continue raising your concern using the word

Uncomfortable

State why you are uncomfortable by sharing 
what you think or know. 

“I am uncomfortable with the dosage as it’s much higher than 

what I’ve seen before. We should recheck the dosage again.”
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“S” For Safety

If there is still no positive response, you should 
escalate the conversation by using the words

Safety
Stop

Propose bringing in a Senior or Supervisor into 
the discussion. 

“This is a safety issue. We should ask our supervisor to see if this is OK.”

“We need to stop before we risk hurting this patient. Let’s consult a senior

before proceeding.”
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Putting It All Together

TTTTWOWOWOWO----CCCCHALLENGEHALLENGEHALLENGEHALLENGE RRRRULEULEULEULE SSSSTARTTARTTARTTART WWWWITHITHITHITH CUS WCUS WCUS WCUS WORDSORDSORDSORDS EEEEXAMPLEXAMPLEXAMPLEXAMPLE SSSSPEAKPEAKPEAKPEAK----UUUUPPPP MMMMESSAGESESSAGESESSAGESESSAGES

First Challenge: 

Respectful
C for Concerned

I am concerned, can we check if this 
is the correct side for surgery?

Second Challenge: 

Assertive

U for 

Uncomfortable

I am uncomfortable as I might have 
seen a different side noted in the 
records. We need to verify this is 
the correct side before starting. 

Escalate S for Safety / Stop

This is a safety issue. We should get 
our senior in to clarify this situation 
before we proceed. 
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Why Are We Not Speaking Up

In your groups:

• Watch this video

• Identify any emotions in the video

• Discuss the barriers you face which 

hinders you from speaking up 
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Now It’s Your Turn

In your groups:

• Identify a safety scenario your group can relate to

• Craft your own speak-up messages using 

the Two-Challenge Rules and CUS Words

• Take turns to read your messages to one another 

• Discuss how it made you feel, 

and whether the messages 

can be improved 
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Speak Up Culture Is Fragile

How many negative experiences does it take before 
you stop speaking up to that colleague again?
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The attitude of people can have a strong impact on speaking up 

behavior whether negative or positive can influence our working 

environment. 

Establish Psychologically Safe Environment

Anyone can make mistakes and cause 
harm, even yourself. 

By responding positively, your team 
members will feel safe and empowered 
to speak up, and will watch out for you! 

You become a role model in promoting a 
psychologically safe working environment 
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You Can Respond Positively

Encourage your colleagues to inform you of any 
concerns they may have.

Ask your colleague how he or she prefers to be 
informed should you spot a potential harm. 

Listen to their concerns and engage in a constructive 
discussion. Do what’s best for the patient.

Thank anyone who speaks up to you, especially when 
they are wrong!
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Responding Positively Benefits Everyone

Anyone can make mistakes and cause 
harm, even yourself. 

By responding positively, your team 
members will feel safe and empowered to 
speak up, and will watch out for you!  

You become a role model in promoting a 
psychologically safe working environment.
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“We work as teams and it is each team member’s 

responsibility to ensure patient safety. No staff should 

feel less empowered to speak up against lax practices or 

highlight potential harm. We cannot tolerate any 

instances of power imbalance. If you are facing difficulty 

raising such issues to your superiors, please do not 

hesitate to write to your institution heads or myself. We 

are committed to cultivating the right attitude and mind-

set when it comes to raising the alarm. No issue is too 

small when it comes to keeping our patients safe!”

Prof Ivy Ng, GCEO

Jan 2016

No Staff Should Feel Less Empowered
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Speaking Up Is A Skill

Practice makes perfect!

Speaking Up Can Save Lives
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Don’t Be Afraid To Speak Up Now

Speaking up will only work before harm has 
been done onto the patient. 

Don’t wait! Speak up now! 
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Summary   

TeamSPEAK® helps to facilitate speaking up before unintended 
patient harm about occur, via respectful and assertive 
communication strategies.

Speaking up is not undermining your effectiveness in the work you 

do.

It is about working as a team and ensuring each of us is doing the 

right thing.

We should always respond positively when someone speaks up 

to you. 

Everyone must help everyone else be as safe as possible
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